To All Telecom Operators,
All Internet Service Providers,
All Telecom Infrastructure Providers,
All Cable Operators,
(through E-mail/ JMRC Website)

Dear Sir,

Jaipur Metro Rail Corporation (JMRC) has its own optical fibre cable laid between the terminal stations, Mansarover to Chandpole Metro Station. Eight Optical Fibres are through between Mansarover to Chandpole Metro Station and other eight fibres have drop-in and drop-out at each stations, i.e., Atish Market, Vivek Vihar, Shyam Nagar, Ram Nagar, Civil Lines, Railway Station, and Sindhi Camp. JMRC's Optical fibre complies with the specification as per CCITT recommendations G-652 working at 1310 nm / 1550 nm.

These optical fibre cables are terminated at ODF in Telecom Equipment Room (TER) of respective stations. Lessee shall have to extend fibres from ODF in TER to their equipment to be installed at space allotted to them at their own cost. Lessee shall have to provide conduit pipes / cables tray beyond JMRC cable tray to extend their cable up to ODF for drop in and drop out.

JMRC is desirous of leasing out the spare optical fibre capacity on "as is where is" basis and thus invites willingness/suggestions from intended end users (Telecom Service Providers/ Registered Telecom Infrastructure Providers /Inter Service Providers (ISPs)/ Cable Operators and other probable users of optical fibre cable system) through e-mail (dc@jaipurmetrorail.in) or in person.

A copy of tender document earlier prepared & issued by JMRC is enclosed herewith for ready reference.

(Rajesh Kr. Agerwal)
Director (Corporate Affairs)
Tel. No. 0141-5192425

ENCL: AS ABOVE